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Most gearbox failures are preventable and are mostly the result 
of poor lubrication.  Lubrication Engineers (LE) helps to rescue 
damaged Wind Turbines, resulting in big savings for the owners.  
The profit in preventive maintenance in healthier Wind Turbines 
is of course even greater.

Our strategy is to consequently collect data via our cooperation partners and 
customers. Together we address the problems and create improvements. 
LE works closely with various OEM:s, service companies and owners, today 
mainly in Sweden, Denmark and Estonia. The unbiased data is then do-
cumented and shared with all interested parties. LE collects no data by 
themselves.

Our verified results today
•	Gearbox	oil	temperatures	down	by	–	5°C	to	–12°C
•	Gearbox	bearing	temperatures	down	by	–5°C	to	–8°C
•	Generator	bearing	temperatures	down	by	–5°C	to	–17°C
•	Decreasing	amounts	of	metal	on	the	magnetic	plug	 
 and in the magnetic filter
•	Noise	levels	have	diminished	or	been	eliminated

Consistent “lower operating temperatures” equate to “less friction and wear”.

How is this possible?
LE´s exclusive additives ALMASOL®, DUOLEC™, MONOLEC® and QUIN-
PLEX® provide unmatched performance in applications operating under 
severe conditions, such as Wind Turbines.  For example ALMASOL® (FZG 
stage 12+) has a number of unique advantages compared to other “solid 
film” additives.

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

DUOLEC™ (FZG stage 14+) is the newest LE proprietary additive incorpora-
ting revolutionary technology. It is a temperature activated, dual acting, liquid 
additive that imparts special properties. DUOLEC™ increases lubricant film 
strength and protects metal surfaces outperforming at greater temperatures 
and loads. LE lubricants are waterproof and provide excellent rust and cor-
rosion protection, even in salt water environments.

The use of QUINPLEX® in LE greases enhances the “coupling” of the oil with 
the soap thickener and prevents the grease from hardening. It also enhan-
ces water resistance and tackiness, a perfect carrier for the ALMASOL® to the 
bearings. The PYROSHIELD® with ALMASOL® is to be used for Yaw teeth and 
other open gears.

Important experiences for  
production and control
By working closely with various OEM:s, owners and service companies LE has 
a conclusive overview on how best to protect Wind Turbines. Apart from the 
use of LE lubricants, LE recommendations also include:
1. Periodic oil analysis
2. Installation of Magnom metal filters
3. Automatic Lube Systems
4. Possible change of mechanical valves
5. Calibrating the parameters for the oil cooling system and oil pumps
6. Installation of gearbox breathers to absorb water and airborne contamination

This professional approach has improved the reliability and performance of 
Wind Turbines.

EQUALS PROFIT!

 Almasol Molybdenum Disulfide Graphite Fluorocarbon (PTFE)

Max	service	temp.1	 1900°F	(1038°C)	 650°F	(343°C)	 800°F	(426°C)	 500°F	(260°C)

Load	carrying	cap.	psi2	 400.000	 400.000	 80.000	 5.000

Acid resistance Inert Some Some Inert

Drawbacks	 None	 Creates	molybdenum	trioxide	which		 Galvanic	corrosion	and	 No	load–carrying
  is abrasive and builds on itself builds on itself  capacity and builds on itself

Note	1.	Asperities	on	metal	surfaces	create	“Hot	Spots”	working	under	heavily	loaded	conditions.	Such	“Hot	Spots”	often	exceed	1000°F	(538°C).	 
Note	2.	Also,	pressures	can	occur	above	the	175,000	psi	yield	strength	of	steel.

Please contact us for more information and free support.

Lubrication Engineers Sweden
Wind Turbine Coordinator Patrik Madsen
Ph: + 46 40 520054   Cell: + 46 708 520220
E-mail: patrik@levind.se    www.lesmorjmedel.se

Lubrication Engineers International A.G.
e-mail: info@le-international.com    
www.le-international.com
www.le-inc.com
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